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The words , ,   are rhyming words.
Now colour the words that rhyme with –

Let’s sing

4

Rain on the green grass,
Rain on the tree,
And rain on the housetop
But not upon me.

away day play  
 

60

pin

dot
brown

spot

spin

frown

clown

gown

pot

crown drown

hot

tin
cot

fin

b
lu

e

yellowred

not
down

in

Let’s write

4Look at these pictures and fill in the blanks
from the words in the box.

river pond sea lake

The ship is sailing on the
_______________ .

The _______________flows  
from the mountain.

The duck is swimming in 
the ________________ .

The frog lives in the 
_______________ .
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4

4

4

4

I heard thunder

roll roll roll.

I heard rain fall

fall fall.

I heard

water drip drip drip.

It was the

biggest storm

Sunu-sunu had

ever been in.

And do you know what?

Sunu-sunu didn’t get wet! Do you know why?

snail, dark, feelers, storm, lightning, thunder

Gadaam! Gudoom!

Gadaam! Gudoom!

Sittasitta!

Pittapitta! Sittasitta!

Pittapitta!

Plip! Plip! Plip! Plip!"

Ooo! Ooo! Shay! Shay!

Zzzak! Zzzak! Gadaam! Gudoom!

Sittasitta! Pittapitta! Sittasitta! Pittapitta! Plip!

Plip! Plip! Plip!

– Sandhya Rao

New words
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Reading is fun

Let’s talk

4

4

4

4

Answer the questions

Who was Sunu-sunu?

Who was Sunu-sunu visiting?

Where were the ants hiding?

Did Sunu-sunu get wet?

Do you go for morning walks?

Have you ever seen ants in the garden?

Watch and see where they go and what they

carry to their holes.

Do you know why you see snails and earthworms

after it rains? Sit in a group and discuss.

Answer:Because their homes in the ground get filled with water.

Team time
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Let’s sing

Out in the garden each fine day,

With my ball, I like to play;

I bounce my ball, I bounce my ball,

I bounce my ball on each fine day.

Out in the garden each fine day,

With my kite I like to play;

I fly my kite, I fly my kite,

I fly my kite on each fine day.

66 67
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Teacher's Pages
Unit-4

68 69

The idea in , is to further assist children to build their imagination by

listening carefully, reading, speaking and writing sentences.

If the breathing exercises have been introduced as suggested in Unit 2, the

children would gradually have learnt to stay calm. Now is the time to show

them how to sit with their eyes closed as if in a thinking pose. Read the poem

slowly and loudly two or three times so that they can take in the beauty of

nature and also be a part of it. Then ask them to open their eyes and read the

text with proper voice modulation. Now encourage them to recite it with

proper actions and gestures.

Play the recorded sounds/use class facility.

Jingling of bells can be brought to class.

Gurgling of river water – pour water and make swishing sounds.

Make sound boxes by using material like salt, pulses and pebbles. Put

them in a box or cans which you can shake. Children can also be asked

to listen to the

— honking of a horn

— banging of a door

— ticking of a clock

If you cannot record the sounds, then think of common sounds that you can

create in the classroom. Ask the students to close their eyes while you make

the sounds. Ask them which sound it is. Introduce the English word for that

sound like soft, hard, low, loud. Let the children say what they feel the

‘sound’ sounds like.

Unit 4

Developing listening skills

For listening skills

?

?

?
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